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VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

Our Vision
Hospice philosophy of care is freely available
for all patients and their families/whanau
at the end of life.

Our Mission
Hospice Taranaki works in partnership with patients,
their families/whanau and organisations to provide
and influence best practice care, support and
understanding at the end of life.

Our Values
Compassion – Aroha
Respect – Whakaute
Trust – Whakawhirinaki
Choice – Puwharu
Dignity – Whakarangatira
Fairness – Tika
Honesty – Pono
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TRUSTEES AND GRANTS

Trustees
2017/18
INCORPORATED SOCIETY

Grants
We are very grateful for funding that
has supported us for equipment,
operational expenses and education:

Mike Brooke, Chair
Neil Evetts, Deputy Chair
Dianne Bezuidenhout,
Chair South Taranaki Committee
Tim Coleman
Peter Cottam
Dr John Doran
Judy Drummond
Pat Bodger
Christine Taylor
Clare Poole
HOSPICE FOUNDATION
Roger Malthus, Chair
Mike Brooke
Paul Bourke
Brian Busing
Tim Coleman
Board Minute Secretary
Sandy Smith

Life Members
Dr Peter van Praagh*
John Fairey
Shirley Fairey*
Colin Muggeridge*
Dr Ian Smiley
Peter McDonald
Kevin Nielsen
*Deceased
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CHAIR'S REPORT

Chairman's Report to
Hospice Taranaki AGM 2018
It’s that time of the year again when we have the opportunity to report on
the events of the last 12 months.

It wouldn’t be difficult to imagine that
anyone who has a close relationship
with our Hospice would be interested
to know how it has progressed under
the leadership of our relatively new
CEO, Paul Lamb. He worked alongside
Kevin for several months and was
then “let loose” on the organisation
to determine his priorities which
mainly involved getting to know
everyone from Staff to Volunteers,
from Funders to Sponsors and to build
on the wonderful camaraderie which
existed under the previous leadership.
He has done this and has created
a happy working relationship with
all people across the many areas of
Hospice Taranaki upon whom we
depend every day, every week, every
year.
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By far the largest project being
undertaken is a complete review
of our I T system. Some of you will
know that we have relied on the
TDHB to provide most of those
services and all our phone calls go
through their lines. Because of this
historical working relationship we
have been governed on what we can
do by the TDHB as their technology
controls this important aspect of
our operations.

who have just submitted their
recommendations together with
pricing estimates. We are very
impressed. The Board has agreed to
detach Hospice Taranaki from the
TDHB and has authorised the CEO
to pursue the implementation of
the plan. We are extremely grateful
to Liam for his perseverance and
dedication to this task and are
pleased that he has offered to remain
our volunteer IT advisor.

It follows that as Hospice Taranaki is
joined to the TDHB by the phone lines
and our access to the internet and if
we want to upgrade any part of our
IT network we have to get permission
from TDHB which impacts upon our
ability to upgrade when we want to. To
look into the future and establish our
requirements to achieve standards of
best practice we asked Liam Hislop
if he would undertake the task. Liam,
is what some would call an IT guru,
currently working for Spark as a
senior technician and trouble shooter.
He volunteered for the role and has
spent the last 10 months investigating
all aspects of our organisation and
prepared a comprehensive report.
He has spoken to key end users in
Hospice regards phones, computers,
tablets etc and the end result was the
preparing of a specification for the
services which he believes we need.

This move was made more urgent
in the knowledge that the link cable
between the two organisations
needed to be upgraded at our cost,
communications systems needed
replacing and our software licences
were not going to be available through
TDHB into the future. Proceeding
with the upgrade would mean that
we would be “tied” to the TDHB
for the foreseeable future. There
has been an amicable discussions
between the parties and we remain on
good terms.

Several companies tendered for
the opportunity to be our service
provider and we selected Datacom
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Another Good News story is that
Liam approached Primo Wireless and
asked if they would be prepared to
supply WIFI free of charge to Hospice.
They said yes. Another step forward.
Money saved.
We anticipate that after the transition
period life in the IT world of our
Hospice will be much more suited to
our requirements.
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the water”. We are fortunate that
the strength of our volunteer army
extends to Waitara and we are
overwhelmed by the enormous effort
freely given in all our shops and the
warehouse. It’s simply wonderful and
words don’t express our gratitude.
To all our volunteers I humbly salute
you, irrespective of where you are,
what you do or the amount of time
you donate. I know that you must
like belonging to the volunteer family
otherwise you wouldn’t do it. I pray
that it will continue.

This change is very significant but it
will be very helpful to our outstanding
and hard-working nurses and staff
who really deserve the very best
which is available.
The Hospice Shops are the lifeblood
of our organisation supplying the
greater part of the funds which we
have to raise. Paul has some retail
experience and has spent quite a
lot of time reviewing the shops and
has opened one in Waitara to “test

We receive many donations
throughout the year together with
expressions of appreciation for the
work we do. We also receive great
support for the fundraising projects
which our energetic Rose Whitaker
puts together. Our sponsors are the
most devoted group that I have ever
encountered. They always seem
to find ways to help us even when
the economic conditions are tough.
Thank you to McDonalds Real Estate,
Craigs Investment Partners, Budget
Rentals, The Devon Hotel, Farmers,
BNI group, McCurdy Engineering
and BDO.

Our regular funders deserve a special
mention. We have just received
confirmation of a large grant from
TSBCT for a period of three years.
NZCT, Pelorus Trust, Southern Trust
and the Patriotic Trust are also strong
supporters of the work we do.
To our hardworking and dedicated
Board of Trustees it has been a
pleasure working with you this year.
And our financial advisory Trustees
on The Hospice Foundation chaired
by Roger Malthus, I have had the
privilege to share your discussions
on investment decisions for Hospice
and your wise council needs to be
appreciated and acknowledged.
Things don’t get any easier but I am
heartened by the community support
which we receive without which
Hospice Taranaki couldn’t exist. I am
delighted to be able to present such
a positive report to this AGM.

Mike Brooke QSM
Chair
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CHAIRMAN'S – HOSPICE TARANAKI FOUNDATION REPORT

Hospice Taranaki Foundation
Chairman’s Annual Report
2017/2018
It is always a privilege to present the Annual Report on behalf of the
Foundation. This is the 12th Annual Report for Hospice Taranaki Foundation
and although our activities are closely aligned to the Hospice Taranaki
Incorporated Society, we are required to be seen to be acting independently.
Our Role
To again refresh you on what the
Foundation actually does, in summary
it is as follows:
• We hold money on behalf of
Hospice Taranaki and invest this
prudently, acknowledging that
this money has been given by our
community to support Hospice
services throughout Taranaki.
• We advance funds as and where it
is necessary and with the guidance
from the Incorporated Society via
our joint CEO.
• We manage the physical assets of
Hospice Taranaki in a governance
role.
• We seek opportunities to support
the fundraising activities of the
Incorporated Society by seeking
public and corporate contributions
and bequests.
Our Finances
The Foundation is pleased to report a
surplus from invested funds in excess
of $136,600. Of this, some $38,000
was transferred to the Incorporated
Society to meet unforeseen shortfalls.
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We have a wonderful sponsorship
with regard to fund management from
Craigs Investment Partners and we
really appreciate the work provided
by the Craigs Investment team led
by Michael Regan who reports to our
bi-monthly meetings. The investment
fund grew by more than $107,000
this year and the performance of
the total funds held was in excess
of 10.5%. This is an excellent result
considering these funds are managed
conservatively and are also required
to be balanced between bonds,
shares and cash.
Over the last 12 months, we have
continued to redesign and refine our
Laddered Investment Fund which is
held with TSB Bank. These funds are
held with maturities of up to five years
with funds between $450,000 and
$500,000 maturing annually.
Fundraising
In many respects our fundraising
activities are made significantly easier
by the fundraising team who work
within with the Incorporated Society.
However, our organisations income
is also supported strongly from
TSB Bank who have again made a
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substantial grant available as have
a number of community sponsors
when it comes to specific items for
which we seek funding. We continue
to look for bequest or endowmenttype opportunities while also trying
to think laterally, as is the case this
year with a calf rearing scheme
that has proved successful in other
districts supporting their local
hospices.
Although the above fundraising
initiatives have had a good result
this year, we have also had some
challenges when seeking funding from
some of our traditional supporters
who are obviously having similar
requests made by other charitable
organisations. They perceive us
to be well funded when accessing
Foundation asset information which
is available through Hospice Taranaki
Annual Financial Statements.
However, we again emphasise
that these funds are held primarily
as a capital base with the income
generated being available to fulfil the
Incorporated Society needs as has
been the case over this last 12 month
period.

CHAIRMAN'S – HOSPICE TARANAKI FOUNDATION REPORT

Matters Ahead
At date of reporting and well into the
2018/2019 Hospice Foundation year,
we have already been involved in
making finances available to update
our IT network to be independent of
the District Heath Board. Likewise,
we have had the opportunity to assist
with the Payroll Audit for our Hospice
Taranaki staff where there were some
matters which required updating and
the need for the support of nonbudgeted expenditure.

and as acknowledged above, Craigs
Investment Partners have tirelessly
provided us with information to review
our investment portfolio.
Last, but not least, I would like to
record my grateful thanks to the
small committee we call the Hospice
Foundation. These people being
Brian Busing, Paul Bourke, Tim
Coleman from the Incorporated
Society and Inc Chairman Mike
Brooke. Together they provide a

very strong governance team and also
get involved in various assignments
outside of their governance role and
this in turn helps us align ourselves
more closely with the day-to-day
activities of the Hospice Incorporated
Society.

Roger Malthus
Chairman – Hospice Taranaki
Foundation

Bouquets
We have had a wonderful year as
far as support from our CEO Paul
Lamb who provides a great amount
of energy and enthusiasm to our
Foundation. We appreciate that his
major role is to work closely with the
Incorporated Society but Paul always
makes time available to answer any
questions and research various things
as and when required. Likewise,
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CEO REPORT

CEO Report
In my first ten months occupying the hot seat at Hospice Taranaki
many things have happened to keep shaping us and our services to
the communities across our province.
It has been a time of significant learning and relationship
development for me as I become more settled into our
dynamic and fast changing organisation. However, as
always it is our people who have made the difference in
patients and their families lives in ways that truly do set us
apart from any other community healthcare provider.
The financial year has been one of considerable challenge
around escalating cost pressures against largely static
income streams. We have spent considerable energy
becoming more cost aware and being creative in the
ways we do what we do. The continuing rise in community
expectation of the services we deliver and the number of
people needing our specialist palliative care support will
require on going focus to balance against our available
resources.
Our retail shop network continues to be a cornerstone of
support allowing us to provide our care services free of
charge to anyone anywhere across Taranaki. Revenues
were compressed through a very competitive retail
environment. However a range of internal changes made to
our sites, some system and marketing changes and several
key management role changes have positioned us well for
the future.
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I would like to acknowledge the very impressive people
power of our organisation. Our volunteer army continues
to be a major point of difference in supporting us doing
the work we do and being such positive advocates for us
across our communities. The very talented, experienced
and committed employed staff teams we are fortunate
enough to have continually impress me with their energy
and compassion to care for the many people who need our
support at vulnerable times of their lives. The operational
and financial board members of Hospice Taranaki all give
many hours of their time to support me in my role through
wise counsel and to champion our causes in many settings
in the community.
I hope you enjoy learning more about Hospice Taranaki
through the information we have shared in this year’s annual
report. Thank you for the support you have given us all over
the past twelve months and we look forward to continuing
to partner with you into the future.

Paul Lamb
Chief Executive

CLINICAL SERVICES

Clinical Services
Community Partnerships
1.	Service Innovation Project –
Aged Care Liaison roles
This project was initiated in 2016
and was funded by the Ministry
of Health for a period of three
years. It involved creation of a new
service dedicated to supporting
patients, families and staff in
aged care facilities. New roles of
Aged Care Liaison Clinical Nurse
Specialist and Counselling and
Bereavement counsellor were
created to provide comprehensive
care service throughout Taranaki.
The project has been very
successful for all those involved.
Part of the project included
supporting Inglewood and Mokau
district nurses in the provision of
generalist palliative care. As the
regional specialist palliative care
service, Hospice Taranaki (HT)

staff liaise directly with the district
nurses and Mokau district nurses
had the opportunity to spend time
at Te Rangimarie Hospice inpatient
and community teams to upskill
in palliative care. Both groups of
district nurses are invited to attend
professional development sessions
at hospice to support ongoing skill
development.
2. Te Ara Whakapiri (TAW- Last days
of Life programme)
This programme has been
developed and supported by
the Ministry of Health for use in
health services in New Zealand. It
is a comprehensive programme
aimed at supporting patients
and families at the end of life and
incorporates best practice in
palliative care. It has been used
in Te Rangimarie Hospice for
quite awhile and 2017/2018 has

seen the roll-out to community
palliative care providers such as
aged care facilities. This roll-out
is ongoing and HT educators
visit the aged care facility staff
to support adoption of this gold
standard framework of care. The
educators are also involved in the
mentoring of TDHB staff as the
implementation of TAW occurs in
the hospital environment.
Service Contracts
1. WITT Bachelor of Nursing
Students and Massey Bachelor
of Nursing Students (BN)
HT has supported BN nursing
students for many years by
providing placements for them
during their years of study.
Recently HT has signed a contract
with Massey University to provide
the same opportunities for their
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CLINICAL SERVICES

Achievements
1.	Professional development –
nursing staff
	As a specialist palliative care
service, qualifications in palliative
care are a requirement for
clinical staff. This year two more
RN’s completed Post Graduate
Certificates in Health Sciences.
HT currently have four RN’s
with Master’s qualifications, five
RN’s with PG Diploma, eight
RN’s with PG Certificates and
three RN’s with expert level in
the Professional Development
Recognition Programme (PDRP)
supported by TDHB. Nursing staff
are committed to providing quality
care and new care initiatives often
arise as a result of the study they
complete or as part of the PDRP
programme.
2.	Staff recruitment
During the year, there have been a
number of changes in the nursing
team. We have recruited five new
RN’s to the nursing team which
adds a new dimension including
different nursing skills, new energy
and enthusiasm to the team and
service as a whole.
students. Often these students
are Taranaki people hoping to
return home once their study
is completed. By participating
in these nursing programmes,
HT staff mentor the students
and it allows opportunities for
possible employment in the future.
Placements within the hospice
service are highly regarded by the
students and HT staff alike.
2.	In-reach Service –
Hospital Palliative care team
HT has provided an in-reach
service to TDHB for many years.
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At this time, a review of the service
is underway to ensure the service
is able to meet the increasing need
for palliative care in the future.
3.	Respite care service for
community patients
	A review of the parameters of
respite care has occurred to
ensure patients registered with the
hospice service can access respite
care in the inpatient unit or aged
care setting in a timely manner.
The review aims at ensuring
fairness to all patients needing
this service.
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CLINICAL SERVICES

New Developments
1.	A Values based organisation and
leadership development
	Professional development
has been a focus for HT staff
in leadership roles. HT has a
set of values which underpins
all activities in the service and
these values have been actively
promoted in the past year at
education days and as part of
discussion groups. It has been
a case of taking the values “off
the wall” and embedding them
firmly in the care and team
culture. A comprehensive Team
Leader development programme
is underway to promote these
values and leadership growth with
inpatient and community nursing
leaders.
2. Major review of pressure relieving
devices and appointment of
Equipment officer

	Pressure injuries (bed sores) are a
major concern for patients in the
palliative phase of their illness and
HT provide a selection of devices
to prevent these occurring. A
comprehensive review of pressure
relieving mattresses occurred
during the year and included a visit
from a specialist Occupational
Therapist from another larger
hospice who provided advice and
education to staff in relation to
this issue. The review resulted in
future planning of purchasing of
this equipment. Appointment of
an Equipment officer to oversee
the equipment loan, tracking
and maintenance processes has
streamlined the process.
3.	Chronic Illness Management
project
	A project is underway to review
the model of care for palliative
patients who have a non-malignant
diagnosis. Referrals for patients

with non-malignant illnesses
account for an average of 3040% of all referrals at this time
and predictions for the future
include more referrals as an
ageing population with multiple
health needs impacts on health
services nationally. This group
of patients present with cardiac,
renal, neurological and pulmonary
life-limiting illnesses. It has been
identified that the current model
of care provided to all patients
generally follows care needs for
patients with malignant conditions.
Patients within this second group
have other care needs which are
specific to their non-malignant
diagnosis. A team of clinical staff
will be developing this project
further over the next six months.

Heather Koch
Clinical Services Director
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FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES

Family Support Services
Counselling
The Counselling team provides
support for patients and their families
from Mokau to Patea. A counsellor
regularly visits South Taranaki and
this year we have had the use of
a room at Mountain View Medical
centre.
The Volunteer Bereavement team
make follow up phone calls to families
of patients around six months after
bereavement. This small team of
lifeline trained volunteers provides a
worthwhile service for our families at
a difficult time.
Our volunteer biography team has
completed 42 biographies this year.
This team record patients stories
which are then transcribed and we
then print and bind the biography and
the patients are given 6 free copies.
The Aged care innovations
programme has now been running for
2 years. Mary Harker has provided
counselling support for Aged Care
Facility staff and residents. We have
recently appointed Annemarie Molloy
to job share with Mary.
During the period from 1st July 2017
to July 2018 there were three different
types of groups held for patients,
carers and bereaved family members.
These provide support and education
for a wide range of patients and family
members who are involved in our
service.
The Carers Support Programme (an
eight week course) was held four
times, the patient discussion group
(a four week course) was held four
times and the Bereavement group
(a 6 week course) was held twice.
All courses are facilitated by Jane
Woollard and feedback is very
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positive indicating the courses are
meeting a very real need in the
Hospices Service. Feedback includes
“ I have found the course helpful and
now feel there is a life ahead of me”
and "I have learnt so much more
about all that is available through
Hospice and been able to share my
experiences as a carer with others”
Social Work
The Hospice Social worker (Jackie
Price) completes social assessments
which assist the multidisciplinary
team to provide the best possible
support to patients and their
families. This role involves advocacy,
information providing and referrals
to other agencies as required. Some
resources may include Meals on
Wheels, Medical Alarms, Mobility
Parking, Enduring Power of Attorney,
Wills, assistance with Rest Home
placements and funeral grants.
Depending on a persons physical,
financial or family circumstances
they may be entitled to various types
of financial assistance from WINZ.
Jackie is able to provide information
to patients and the families about
what they may be entitled to.
Jackie also assists with discharge
planning within the inpatient unit and
completes home visits to community
patients. In addition Jackie currently
completes visits to all rest homes in
South Taranaki.
Spiritual Care
This year a new Spiritual Care
position has been created to provide
support to patients and their families
in the Hospice Inpatient Unit. Holistic
spiritual care is provided by Mary
Harker via individual and family
conversations, during family meetings,
through referrals to appropriate
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community spiritual leaders and by
providing advice and support to staff.
The hospice training programme,
Foundations of Spiritual Care helps
staff/volunteers to explore their own
experience and understanding of
spirituality and develop a holistic
spiritual aspect to their practice. Mary
provides education at the staff Annual
Refresher and the Fundamentals
of Palliative Care, a course which
is offered to community providers.
Advice and support is shared with
staff at regular team meetings and
monthly reflection groups. These
opportunities have been useful ways
to grow staff awareness and help build
skill in spiritual practice.
Networking occurs regularly with
hospital staff, TDHB chaplaincy and
Kaimahi Hauora teams helps to build
working connections with the wider
community and support for one and
other through sharing of experience.
Other spiritual care roles include
leading the Remembrance Service,
organising regular facility blessings
and supporting and training staff to
carry out room blessings.

Jenny Blyde
Family Support Services Manager

MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Medical Director
Over the past year our medical team has had some changes in structure but
still retains its constant excellent mix of medical providers – Dr. Ian Smiley,
Dr. Tom Bull, Dr. Catherine Page, Dr. Nina Bray, Dr. Diana Rae, and Dr. Paola Valli.
In the last year, Nina has stepped
down from the Medical Director
position and now Diana leads us in a
new position of Medical Team Leader.
Diana is leading new initiatives for
the medical team such as outcomes
measures, staff wellness and team
development. She also helps us all
keep on track with the organizational
goals. She has gone to a few national
conferences and has brought
back helpful resources to improve
educational resources and team
development.
Catherine has always been such
a hard and dedicated worker for
Hospice Taranaki and its staff and
patients. This year, she took it to a
new level. She took a month long
bicycle trip from Cape Reinga to Bluff
to raise money for Hospice Taranaki.
She made the incredible journey in an
amazing 27 days of bicycle riding. In
the process she raised over $7,000
for Hospice Taranaki. She came back
and didn’t miss a step and continued
her even more committed work to our
patients.
Paola started journal clubs, which is
a study of the recent literature, every
fortnight, a couple years ago. In the
last year, this has become a very
popular education activity for all staff
and has allowed the clinical teams
to grow in their knowledge of current
palliative care literature. In addition,
Paola leads many other initiatives
such as our involvement with RAPID,

an international research study group
and she also organizes and directs
the updates of our many clinical
policies.

well as his work in the GP world. He is
a secondary supervisor for our house
officers and a support to all of the
doctors at Hospice Taranaki.

Tom continues his work with the
hospital in-reach program, in
addition to Tom’s regular hospice
and Emergency Department work.
He works in hospital with our clinical
nurse specialist team 1-2 days a
week to support the primary teams
at TDHB who are managing patients
with complex palliative care needs.
In addition, he has been instrumental
in starting our new house officer
rotation. He is a vital resource of all
palliative care knowledge and highly
respected in both organizations
and beyond.

As a team, we have also looked at our
referral process and are working with
the other clinical teams to improve the
intake process of patients, especially
as we are seeing increased demands
year by year. We also continue our
regular work with GP registrars who
come to spend a day with us once
yearly. In addition, we have spoken
at GP conferences and GP practices.
We are thankful to have such a great
team that work well together in so
many aspects of care, from direct
patient care to research, policies,
education and future development
and are excited to see what the next
year brings.

Nina is the official supervisor of our
new house officer rotation. These
are young doctors that have a good
knowledge of general medicine but
are looking to improve their abilities
in palliative care by doing a 3 month
rotation at the hospice. They are
a valuable resource to the medical
team as they assist with seeing
patients and helping out with our daily
tasks. In addition, it is a great link for
improving palliative care knowledge in
our doctors of the future.

Nina Bray
previous Medical Director

Ian continues to provide casual cover
when needed. In addition, he attends
our monthly doctor’s meetings
regularly and provides great insight
and direction from his knowledge of
the history of Hospice Taranaki as
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OPERATIONS TEAM

Operations Team
It has been another busy, rewarding year for the Operations Team (formerly
Admin Team). We are very proud to be responsible for core administrative
functions at Hospice Taranaki as well as overseeing Hospice’s ‘front of house/
reception area welcoming all visitors to our organisation.
Led by our Operations Manager,
the team now numbers six (from
four members last year) with Talia
Farquhar joining us mid year as
Equipment Officer and Steph Halls
as Quality Administrative Support.
Talia works four afternoons a week
coordinating all patient equipment
activities including the delivery of
hospital beds and Lazy Boy chairs
as well as the cleaning, stock control,
blessing and maintaining of patient
equipment.
Steph is working in a job-share
role two days per week on quality
administration and support. Winnie
Foster (other job share post)
works three days a week on quality
administration tasks and operates the
Hospice Taranaki payroll.
Other team members are Annie
McFadgen (fulltime Administrator/
Receptionist/ Customer Service)
and Annette Gall (one day per week
Admin Support and annual leave
cover).
The Operations Team has overall
responsibility for quality assurance
and in particular enacting the Board
of Trustees ‘Quality Framework’. This
provides the foundation of Hospice
Taranaki’s commitment to continuous
quality improvement and is applied to
evaluate all new initiatives, projects
and processes considered by the
senior leadership team. Aspects of
our current Quality Framework are:
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• Patient safety - compliance with
the Health and Disability Sector
Standards (HDSS) through
certification audits – the next
being due in March 2019;
• Strategic plan  - determining
Hospice Taranaki’s strategic
objectives for the next three
years;
• Quality Committee - Hospice
Taranaki’s main policy and project
ratification group considering all
organisational audits, complaints
management, evaluations and
programme reviews (Chaired by
the Operations Manager);
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• Hospice New Zealand standards
programme - unique palliative
care sector standards (Hospice
Taranaki had certification to the
HNZ standards twice and are
considering application for the
standards again once these are
reviewed and updated);
• Consumer focus and community
outreach - extensive consumer
feedback programme & policies
in place and various plans for
2018/19 to establish more links
within the community.
Another area of responsibility for
the Operations Team is the function

OPERATIONS TEAM

and development of our patient
information system - PALCARE.
PALCARE is a comprehensive IT
platform which every year becomes
more responsive to the needs of
patients, caregivers and Whanau/
family members. For some time
now, our community staff have been
able to access PALCARE remotely
via IPAD devices and from next
year we plan to expand the service
enabling patients to access some
of their medical notes from home,
send and receive SMS messages
for appointment reminders and
arrange medical equipment online.
Also, the PALCARE system now
features nationally-agreed, consistent
patient outcomes measures across
19 of 26 NZ hospices. More recently,
PALCARE has enabled further
enhancements for our clinicians by
hosting aspects of the Ministry of
Health programme Te Ara Whakapiri
(Principles and Guidance for the
Last Days of Life).
One last footnote; we in the
Operations Team would like to pay
tribute to the willing and able group
of volunteers who take over minding
reception every week day evening
and on Saturdays. These wonderful
folk ensure there is a welcoming
presence at the reception when
visitors arrive to see patients and
Whanau after hours. The reception
volunteers also help with some admin
jobs and ensure the reception area is
kept tidy and welcoming. We think
you are wonderful, thank you.

Cath Anderson
Operations Manager
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VOLUNTEERING & HOSPITALITY SERVICES

Volunteering &
Hospitality Services
Hospitality/Kitchen
It has been a busy 12months in the
kitchen with food turnover a constant.
We have employed one part time staff
member in that time.
We were previously inspected by the
DHB to ensure our kitchen standards
were as they should be. We are now
registered with the District council so a
few changes in the kitchen processes
have been made to comply with
there regulations and we will now be
inspected annually by them.
DAY PROGRAMME
This continues to be a popular
programme for patients well enough to
attend, it is a good place to be social,
laugh and forget about your illness
for a few hours. It continues to run on
a Wed and Frid from 10am-1.30pm.
Averaging 6-12 patients per session.
Many interesting speakers and outings
through out the year. The garden party
in February hit a lovely day and was
held in the hospice garden.
Bucket list wishes have been carried
out, things vary from a fishing trip
for one man, a helicopter ride, to an
assisted garden walk around Pukeiti.
These are done quietly with the
individual patients.
Volunteers
The inpatient and community
volunteer team have been a
reasonably stable team. Doing a great
job of keeping hospice clean and well
presented inside and out, as well as
many other unseen jobs around the
place. Then there is the community
team assisting patients and families
in their own homes with driving and
sitting with patients. I have taken on
13 new volunteers in the 12 month
period for a variety of roles.
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We also get business groups that will
come for half a day and clean outside
windows or have done staining of
wood for us eg the pergolas outside
patient rooms.
Maintenance
Maintenance has been a constant
and ongoing job. Paul and I do a walk
around the inside and outside of the
buildings six monthly, then determine
what needs to be addressed/repaired.
Some of this is done by volunteers and
other work by paid contractors.
The Iona lounge/ dining area and
Kowhai lounges have been painted
and lightened, Iona lounge has also
new drapes. Kowhai lounge wooden
louvers have been replaced with
glass on one wall to let more light in.
A larger stainless steel splash back
has been added to the drug room
corner where the syringe drivers are
made up. The whole outside building
has been cleaned and water blasted.
We were wanting some of our outside
fences to be painted before June 2018
but as we are relying on a volunteer
business group to do this we have to
work by their time table. Cleaning of
inside walls is an ongoing continual
process. Touch up painting has been
done inside.
There are many small repair jobs done
by our volunteer maintenance men on
a weekly/monthly basis. Maintenance
is a constant thing and whether it is a
large or small job is never ending.

Lianne McElroy
Volunteer & Hospitality Services
Manager
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HOSPICESHOPS

HospiceShops
Another very busy year across our retail group has contributed
towards us continuing to provide our care services free of charge
to all who need to access them.
The lead up to last years general
election slowed retail spending
somewhat across the community and
this has had a flow on effect to our
overall sales revenues. However, staff
on all sites have worked very hard
across the second half of the financial
year to correct that issue.
In December 2017 we welcomed
Lisa Andrews into the manager
chair at Waiwhakaiho Shop. This
was a promotion for Lisa from our
Westown Shop and she has led a
range of significant improvements
that have made this shop into one
of the strongest performers in our
group. We also farewelled our long
serving Area manager Judy Spranger
into retirement and created two new
group retail manager roles for north
and south areas of the province.
Lynda Bennett and Tania Brown

respectively filled these roles while
based in their own sites in Westown
and Stratford. They both have bought
energy and enthusiasm to these
senior leader positons.
Assisted by staff from Farmers
Trading Company we have reviewed
the interior layouts and environments
of our north group sites. We have
progressively been upgrading shop
fittings, signage, lighting and stock
placement in the New Plymouth
shops to improve the shopper and
staff experience of visiting one of our
shops. Comments have been very
positive around these improvements
with more planned for the latter part
of 2018.
The Hospice Warehouse team
continue to be a key receiver of
donated goods, fixer uppers of items

needing attention before sale and
holders of our seasonal and bulk
supplies of stock. The communities in
which we operate continue to choose
to give us significant support through
giving us donations of items to
resell and by shopping in their many
thousands across our network. It is
our community connections which
make us the major charity shop group
in the province and through which
organisations and individuals choose
to support us as volunteers.
Our newest development is a pop
up shop in Waitara to see how the
community might support us through
donations, sales and volunteers. It is
expected this will develop into a more
substantial usual model hospice shop
benefiting both our organisation and
the communities of Waitara and its
surrounding districts.
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THANK YOU

Every donor has made a
difference – Thank you
Our community backing has been amazing, and it is crucial
as we strive to support and care in the most compassionate
way possible.
Communication with our community
is changing and we see an increasing
following on our Facebook pages. Our
website has been upgraded to a new
platform giving it a fresher and more
inviting look– thank you to Efinity for
there on-going support.
Taranaki is a very innovative
province with a broad range of small
businesses, this is highlighted with
the shift from people no longer
thinking of an event being the only
way to raise funds for us – there are
now more offers to donate part of
what they make from their business.
We welcome these initiatives.
Our gratitude goes to our principal
sponsors:
Budget Rentals, The Devon Hotel &
Conference Centre, Dilmah, House
of Travel, BNI Chapters – “Energise”,
“Ignite” and “Success Like No Other”,
Craigs Investment Partners, Jacinta
& John Hurley, Quest Apartments,
BDO, Bach on Breakwater Café and
McDonald Real Estate
Our appreciation goes to our
Community Fundraising events &
Community groups:
Our own Dr Catherine Page with Cath’s
Ice Cream Tour of NZ, wonderful
Rodney Maiden joined The Great
NZ Tractor Trek, Koru Lions with the
Drive-in Movies, Jennifer Tooley with
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a Bingo night at The Good Home,
Judy Drummond with Ballentynes
Fashion Parade, Daniel & Rene
Radcliffe, Jessica Griffiths with
Barbara Henderson-Olsen with
Kitchen Tours, Gravetye Gardens,
Z with Good in the Hood, Fabricarna,
Andy Bassett with his Album Launch,
Longest Day Golf Tournament in Baku
– Azerbaijan, New Plymouth Bowling
Club with the Bowls Tournament,
Mangatoki Dance Club, Patriotic Trust,
Ngamotu Rotary with the Harcourts
Golf Tournament, Pakeke Lions,
Stratford Lions Club, Paradise Berry
Gardens – donating volumes of fresh
strawberries, Waitara Pharmacy,
Fernbrooke Farm, Kitchen Studios,
Farmers with Christmas Baubles and
our Tree of Remembrance.
Amazing businesses that support
us with their skills including Graphix
Explosion, Tony Epplett Signs, More
FM and McCurdy Engineering
In summary: Thank you to the
wonderful people that speak to the
media in support of us. Thank you to
the people who support our requests
for equipment or a plea for help.
Looking forward to the next financial
year is the Marsh Golf Day, Brave Heart
calendar sales, 12 Days of Christmas
and optimistically many other creative
ways people raise money to support
our delivery of free of charge palliative
cares.
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“No one has ever become
poor from giving”
Anne Frank

Rose Whitaker
Marketing and Promotion

A LOOK INSIDE THE YEAR – JULY 2017-JUNE 2018

A look inside the year
$1,588,915

91%

net revenue from group
HospiceShop sales

8998
community
home visits

average bed occupancy for
Te Rangimarie in patient unit

5297

community telephone consultations

1183

650

referrals – 300 for cancer and
350 for non cancer illnesses

578

social work
consultations

$6,113,187
total operational
expenditure

($268,861) 125,733
234

doctor visits to patients
outside of Te Rangimarie

1673

bereavement support sessions with
patients and their family members

attendances at Day programme
events in Te Rangimarie

deficit against operating expenditure

Deaths – 97 Hospice, 43 Hospital,
132 Home and 95 Aged care Facilities

131

volunteer hours provided from
the community

deliveries of
loan equipment
to home based
patients and
their families

$2,653,170
central government funding through
Taranaki District Health Board
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HOSPICE TARANAKI GROUP
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